In the two articles in Appl. Math. Comput., J. Giné [2012a , 2012b studied the number of small limit cycles bifurcating from the origin of the system:ẋ = −y + P n (x, y),ẏ = x + Q n (x, y), where P n and Q n are homogeneous polynomials of degree n. It is shown that the maximal number of the small limit cycles, denoted by M h (n), satisfies M h (n) ≥ 2n − 1 for n = 4, 5, 6, 7; and M h (8) ≥ 13, M h (9) ≥ 16. It seems that the correct answer for their case n = 9 should be M h (9) ≥ 15. In this paper, we apply Hopf bifurcation theory and normal form computation, and perturb the isolated, nondegenerate center (the origin) to prove that M h (n) ≥ 2n for n = 4, 5, 6, 7; and M h (n) ≥ 2(n − 1) for n = 8, 9, which improve Giné's results with one more limit cycle for each case.
Introduction
The second part of the well-known Hilbert's 16th problem [Hilbert, 1902] is to find an upper bound on the number of limit cycles that the following planar polynomial vector fields can have,
where P (x, y) and Q(x, y) with real coefficients represent polynomial functions in x and y. This upper bound is called Hilbert number, denoted as H(n) , a function of the degree of the polynomial functions P and Q. A modern version of this problem was later formulated by Smale, chosen as one of his 18 most challenging mathematical problems for the 21st century [Smale, 1988] . Although many results have been obtained, this problem is not even completely solved for quadratic systems. Four limit cycles were found for quadratic systems almost 40 years ago [Shi, 1979 [Shi, , 1980 Chen & Wang, 1979] , but H(2) = 4 is still open. More references can be found from the review article [Li, 2003] and the book [Han & Yu, 2012] .
Later, Arnold [1983] posed the so-called weak Hilbert's 16th problem, related to the following near-Hamiltonian system [Han, 2006; Han et al., 2018] :ẋ = H y (x, y) + εp n (x, y), y = −H x (x, y) + εq n (x, y), (2) where H(x, y), p n (x, y) and q n (x, y) are all polynomial functions in x and y, and 0 < ε 1 denotes a small perturbation. Then, the geometric problem of finding bifurcating limit cycles is transferred to an algebraic problem of studying the zeros of the Abelian integral or the (first-order) Melnikov function, given in the form of
where H(x, y) = h for h ∈ (h 1 , h 2 ) defines a closed orbit, and δ represents the parameters (or coefficients) involved in the polynomial functions p n (x, y) and q n (x, y).
For cubic planar polynomial systems, many results have been obtained on the lower bound of H(3), and the best result obtained so far is H(3) ≥ 13 [Li & Liu, 2010; Li et al., 2009] . Note that in [Li & Liu, 2010] , the authors considered a cubic system with Z 2 symmetry and obtained 13 limit cycles with the distribution 1 ⊃ (6 + 6), i.e. 12 small ones around two symmetric foci and a large one at infinity; while in [Li et al., 2009] , the authors studied perturbing a cubic Hamiltonian system with nine singular points to obtain 13 limit cycles with the distribution 2 × (1, 5) + 1.
If the problem is restricted to the vicinity of an isolated fixed point, which is either an elementary center or an elementary focus, then it is equivalent to studying generalized Hopf bifurcations. This problem is usually called local bifurcation of limit cycles, and the number of bifurcating small-amplitude limit cycles is denoted by M (n). In [Giné, 2007 [Giné, , 2012a [Giné, , 2012b , Giné considered the limit cycles bifurcating from the origin of the following polynomial system: x = −y + P (x, y),
where P (x, y) and Q(x, y) are polynomials starting from second-order terms. For system (4), Giné [2007 Giné [ , 2012a Giné [ , 2012b conjectured an upper bound for the number of functionally independent focal values, given by Conjecture 1.1. The number of functionally independent focal values of system (4) at the origin, i.e. the minimum number of ideal generators is M (n) = n 2 + 3n − 7, where n is the degree of the polynomial differential system. In the case that P and Q are homogeneous polynomials of degree n, M h (n) = 2n − 1. Conjecture 1.1 implies that if one perturbs system (4), for P and Q being homogeneous polynomials of degree n, inside the class of the homogeneous systems with the same degree n, one can obtain at most 2n − 1 small-amplitude limit cycles. Similarly, if one perturbs system (4), for P and Q being polynomials of degree n, inside the class of the general systems with the same degree n, one can obtain at most n 2 + 3n − 7 limit cycles. More discussions and relative references can be found in [Giné, 2012a [Giné, , 2012b .
When P and Q are nth-degree homogeneous polynomials, the best-known result for n = 2 obtained by Bautin [1952] is M (2) = M h (2) = 3. For n = 3, it has been shown in [Sibirskii, 1965; Blows & Lloyd, 1984; Żo ladek, 1994 ] that M h (3) = 5, indicating that the conjecture is true. Recently, Giné showed in [Giné, 2012a [Giné, , 2012b that M h (n) ≥ 2n − 1 for n = 4, 5, 6, 7, and M h (8) ≥ 13, M h (9) ≥ 16. However, we will show in Sec. 3 that for Giné's case of M h (9), the correct result should be M h (9) ≥ 15. In this paper, we will use the systems given in [Giné, 2012a [Giné, , 2012b to prove M h (n) ≥ 2n for n = 4, 5, 6, 7, indicating that for homogeneous polynomial systems, Conjecture 1.1 can be improved at least for n = 4, 5, 6, 7. Moreover, we will show that M h (8) ≥ 14, M h (9) ≥ 16.
When P and Q are general nth-degree polynomials, many results have been obtained for cubic systems, which can be classified into two categories: one is to perturb an isolated focus and the other to perturb an isolated center. For the former when perturbing an isolated focus, nine small-amplitude limit cycles are obtained in two different systems [Yu & Corless, 2009; Chen et al., 2013; Lloyd & Pearson, 2012] using purely symbolic computation. For the latter when perturbing an isolated center, there are also a few results obtained in the past two decades. In 1995,Żo ladek [1995] first used a rational Darboux integral and Melnikov functions up to second-order to claim the existence of 11 small limit cycles around a center. After more than ten years, another two cubic systems were constructed to show 11 limit cycles [Christopher, 2006; Bondar & Sadovskii, 2008] . The system considered in [Żo ladek, 1995] was reinvestigated by Yu and Han [2011] using the method of focus value computation, and only nine small limit cycles were obtained. Recently, Tian and Yu [2016] found the mistakes in [Żo ladek, 1995] and showed that the example given in [Żo ladek, 1995] indeed only has nine limit cycles using up to second-order Melnikov functions. In a very recently published paper [Tian & Yu, 2018] , the authors applied high-order analysis to prove that the example given byŻo ladek [1995] indeed can have 11 small-amplitude limit cycles if at least seventh-order analysis (equivalent to seventh-order Melnikov function method) is used. These results seem to indicate that Conjecture 1.1 is true for n = 3, i.e. M (3) ≥ 11. However, we recently used the system given in [Christopher, 2006] to prove that 12 limit cycles can exist, i.e. M (3) ≥ 12, indicating that for general polynomial systems, Conjecture 1.1 can be improved at least for n = 3. It has been noted that Giné also proved [Giné, 2012b] M (4) ≥ 21 = 4 2 + 3 × 4 − 7, and M (5) ≥ 26 which is however still quite less than 5 2 + 3 × 5 − 7 = 33.
In this paper, we consider system (4) and focus on the bifurcation of small-amplitude limit cycles from the origin when P and Q are nth-degree homogeneous polynomials. More precisely, consider the following system: x = −y + P n (x, y),
where P n and Q n (n ≥ 2) are nth-degree homogeneous polynomials.
In [Giné, 2012a [Giné, , 2012b , the author added perturbations to system (5) to obtain the following perturbed system: x = −y + P n (x, y) + εp n (x, y),
where p n and q n are nth-degree homogeneous polynomials. Then, Giné computed the Poincaré-Lyapunov constants of the perturbed system (6) and used the independent linear parts and maybe quadratic parts in the Poincaré-Lyapunov constants to prove the existence of small-amplitude limit cycles bifurcating from the center (the origin).
Our method used in this paper is different, based on the normal form computation for generalized Hopf bifurcations. Since the systems used in [Giné, 2012a [Giné, , 2012b are all integrable systems, the Hopf bifurcations occur at the center by introducing perturbation polynomials of the same degree. To achieve this, we add perturbation polynomials to system (5) to obtaiṅ
where 0 < ε 1. When ε = 0, the above system is integrable with a center at the origin. Note that unlike system (6), here in (7) we introduce the perturbations in different orders of ε, but all of them are nth-degree homogeneous polynomials. The basic idea of our method and how to prove the existence of multiple limit cycles bifurcating from a single singular point will be discussed in the next section. Our main result is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. For system (5), the number of smallamplitude limit cycles bifurcating from a nondegenerate center (the origin) satisfies M h (n) ≥ 2n for n = 4, 5, 6, 7; and M h (n) ≥ 2(n − 1) for n = 8, 9.
We will prove Theorem 1 for the cases n = 4, 5, 6, 7 in Sec. 3, and the cases n = 8, 9 in Sec. 4. Conclusion is drawn in Sec. 5.
Computation of Focus Values and Bifurcation of Limit Cycles
In this paper, the basic idea for proving the existence of limit cycles is based on normal form or focus value computation. For the general system (4), the normal form can be obtained using computer algebra systems (e.g. see [Yu, 1998; Tian & Yu, 2013 Han & Yu, 2012] ) as given in the polar coordinates:
where r and θ represent the amplitude and phase of motion, respectively. v k (k = 0, 1, 2, . . .) is called the kth-order focus value. v 0 and τ 0 are obtained from linear analysis. The first equation of (8) can be used for studying the bifurcation of limit cycles and stability of bifurcating limit cycles. To find k small-amplitude limit cycles bifurcating from the origin, we first solve the k equations:
, and then perform appropriate small perturbations to prove the existence of k limit cycles. The following lemma gives sufficient conditions for proving the existence of k small-amplitude limit cycles. (The proofs can be found in [Yu & Han, 2005] 
Then, for any given ν * > 0, there exist ν 1 , ν 2 , . . . , ν k and δ > 0 with |ν j − ν jc | < ν * , j = 1, 2, . . . , k such that the equationṙ = 0 has exactly k real positive roots r [i.e. system (4) has exactly k limit cycles] in a δ-ball with the center at the origin.
Now consider the perturbed integral system (7). To give a more clear view, we consider the following near-integral polynomial systems, described in the form of [Tian & Yu, 2018] (x, y, ε, δ) ,
where 0 < ε 1, µ and δ are vector parameters; H (x, y, µ) is an analytic function in x, y and µ; p (x, y, ε, δ) and q(x, y, ε, δ) are polynomials in x and y, and analytic in δ and ε. M (x, y, µ) is an integrating factor of the unperturbed system (11)| ε=0 .
Suppose the unperturbed system (11)| ε=0 has an elementary center. Then, considering limit cycle bifurcation in system (11) around the center, we may use the normal form theory to obtain the first equation of (8) as follows:
where
in which V ik denotes the ith ε k -order focus value. Note that v i (ε) = O(ε) since the unperturbed system (11)| ε=0 is an integral system. Further, because system (11) is analytic in ε, we can rearrange the terms in (12), and obtaiṅ
Note from the above discussions that there are two orders in the above formulas: one is the order in ε, and the other is in V ik for a fixed k. The former is equivalent to the order of Melnikov functions, while the latter is to the order of focus values at ε k -order.
Also note that besides the perturbation parameters δ involved in p (x, y, ε, δ) and q(x, y, ε, δ) , there are also parameters µ included in the Hamiltonian function H (x, y, µ) , which can also be used to increase the number of bifurcating limit cycles. In the following, we first show the equivalence of our method and the Melnikov function method [Tian & Yu, 2016 , and then show why the free parameter involved in the Hamiltonian function can be used to get more limit cycles.
The order idea and the equivalence between our method and the Melnikov function method
By the method of normal forms, we can obtain the second differential equation in (8) for system (11), given by [Tian & Yu, 2018] 
with T 0 (0) = 0, and thus
Assume that the solution r(θ, ρ, ε) of (15), satisfying the initial condition r(0, ρ, ε) = ρ, is given in the form of
If there exists a positive integer K such that V k (r) ≡ 0, 1 ≤ k < K, and V K (r) ≡ 0, then it follows from (15) that
Thus, the displacement function d(ρ) of system (15) can be written as
Therefore, if we want to determine the number of small-amplitude limit cycles bifurcating from the center in system (11), we only need to study the number of isolated zeros of V K (ρ) for 0 < ρ 1, and have to obtain the expression of the first nonzero coefficient V K (r) in (13) by computing V iK , for i ≥ 0. The above discussions show that the basic idea of using focus values of system (11) is actually the same as that of the Melnikov function method. Using H(x, y) = h to parameterize the section (i.e. the Poincaré map), we obtain the displacement function of (11), given by
evaluated along closed orbits H(x, y, µ) = h for h ∈ (h 1 , h 2 ). Then, we can study the first nonzero Melnikov function M k (h) in (17) to determine the number of limit cycles in system (11). 
1 have the same maximum number of isolated zeros. So V k (k ≥ 1) is equivalent to the kth-order Melnikov function.
(ii) As we can see, V k (r) can be obtained by the computation of normal forms or focus values. (iii) In particular, when the original system is not a Hamiltonian system but an integral system, then even computing the coefficients of the first-order Melnikov function is much more involved than the computation of using the method of normal forms. (iv) However, the method of normal forms (or focus values) is restricted to Hopf and generalized Hopf bifurcations, while the Melnikov function method can also be applied to study bifurcation of limit cycles from homoclinic/heteroclinic loops or any closed orbits.
Therefore, when using the focus value computation, if V 1 (r) ≡ 0, we can then apply V 2 (r) to determine the existence of limit cycles; and further, if V 2 (r) ≡ 0, then we use V 3 (r), and so on.
The parameters in the
Hamiltonian function used to get more limit cycles Next, we show that the free parameters involved in the Hamiltonian function can be used to get more limit cycles. The basic idea is discussed in [Han et al., 2009] and [Han & Yu, 2012] . Suppose we study a C ∞ system of the forṁ
where H (x, y), p(x, y, δ), q(x, y, δ) are C ∞ functions, ε ≥ 0 is small and δ ∈ D ⊂ R m is a vector parameter with D compact. When ε = 0, system (19) becomeṡ
which is a Hamiltonian system, and thus Eq. (19) is called a near-Hamiltonian system. Suppose that (20) has an elementary center at the origin, P. Yu et al. namely the function H satisfies H x (0, 0) = H y (0, 0) = 0, and
Therefore, without loss of generality, we may suppose that the expansion of H at the origin can be written as
Then, the Hamiltonian system (20) has a family of periodic orbits, given by
such that L h approaches the origin as h → 0. Then, we have the following results (the proofs can be found in [Han et al., 2009] or [Han & Yu, 2012] ). 
For simplicity, suppose the functions p and q in (19) are linear in δ. Then the coefficients b l (δ, a) are linear in δ. Assume that there exist an integer k > 0, δ 0 ∈ R m and a 0 ∈ R n such that
Then the linear equations b j = 0, j = 0, . . . , k − 1, of δ have a unique solution of the form
We have the following lemma. 
Then for all (ε, δ, a) near (0, δ 0 , a 0 ) (19) has at most k + n limit cycles near the origin, and for some (ε, δ, a) 
By (27), we can change a near a 0 such that (29) which implies that the functionM in (28) has n positive simple zeros h * n < · · · < h * 1 near h = 0. Having obtained a satisfying (29), by (24) we can change
which implies that the function M given by (23) has k simple zeros in the interval (0, h * n ). Clearly, under (30) the zeros h * n , . . . , h * 1 remain to exist. Thus, under (29) and (30) the function M has n + k positive simple zeros altogether. Finally, by (24)- (26), we have
Following the proof of Lemma 2, one can show that system (19) can have n + k limit cycles near the origin. The proof is complete. (1) The above proof is for the first-order Melnikov function. Similarly, one can prove that it works for the second-order Melnikov function if the first-order Melnikov function identically equals zero, and so on.
Similarly, in using focus values, the process starts from ε-order analysis (V 1 ), and if V 1 ≡ 0, then goes to ε 2 -order analysis (V 2 ), and so on.
(2) The idea used in Lemma 4 (combination of the parameters in the Hamiltonian function and perturbation functions) was discussed by Iliev [2000] to prove the existence of more limit cycles.
(3) We used the above methods to obtain 12 limit cycles in a cubic polynomial system around a single singular point . This cubic integral system is described in the form oḟ
which was constructed by Christopher [2006] to prove the existence of 11 limit cycles around an isolated center with a fixed value a = 2. We let the parameter a be free and perturb system (31) with the ε-order cubic polynomials,
to obtain the focus values: v 1j , j = 1, 2, . . . . (Here, the notation v 1j , instead of v j1 , was used in .) Then we use the 11 coefficients, b 031 ,
, a 211 and a to solve the first 11 focus values to obtain six sets of solutions such that v j1 = 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , 11 and v j12 = 0. Since the solution procedure given in ] is one by one, i.e. at each step, using one coefficient to solve one focus value, for example, using b 031 to solve v 11 = 0, b 121 to solve v 12 = 0, and so on. Thus, it does not need to check the determinant given in (10). In fact, we can obtain
where C represents a big integer, and F N and F D are 60th-and 28th-degree polynomials in a 2 , respectively. It is easy to verify that for the solution given in , p. 2697 , the above determinant is nonzero. Thus, by Lemma 4 and plus a linear perturbation (i.e. in addition, perturbing the zero-order focus value v 10 ), the existence of 12 small-amplitude limit cycles are obtained by perturbing the cubic polynomial system (31).
Methods for proving that all ε k -order focus values vanish
Unlike the Melnikov function method, when using higher ε k -order focus values to consider the existence of limit cycles, a common difficulty is to prove that all ε k -order focus values vanish. This certainly cannot be done by checking an infinite number of ε k -order focus values. Without proving this, theoretically one cannot use ε k+1 -order focus values to prove the existence of limit cycles. Here, for near-integrable differential systems, we introduce two approaches for proving the vanishing of all ε korder focus values, one of which depends upon integrating factor and corresponding first integral, and the other only depends on integrating factor. We rewrite (11) aṡ
is the unperturbed system which is integrable. Suppose the integrating factor for the unperturbed system (33) is M (x, y, µ), then
where H (x, y, µ) is an analytic function in x, y and µ, which is usually called the first integral of system (33). [When system (33) is multiplied by the integrating factor M , it becomes a Hamiltonian system and then H (x, y, µ) is called the Hamiltonian function of the system.] Suppose we have obtained ε k -order focus values for the perturbed system (32), and found the conditions on the perturbed parameter δ such that V ik = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , j, where j is finite. Now, we want to prove that V ik = 0 for any integer i ≥ 1.
Assume that for system (32) we have an ε korder first integral H k (x, y, µ), then it is easy to get
This result can be easily proved by using the closed contour H k = h as the parameter to express the displacement function. Thus, proving the vanishing of all ε k -order focus values is equivalent to proving the existence of such an analytic function H k .
However, sometimes even for the unperturbed system we can easily obtain an integrating factor, but it is very difficult to find the first integral. In this case, system (32) can be rewritten as
If there exists an ε k -order integrating factor M k (x, y, µ) such that system (36) has an ε k -order first integral, then we have the equation,
which has the following property:
under which all ε k -order focus values vanish. Using this method, the proof only needs to find an M k satisfying the above equation. Note that the above two methods are equivalent, since based on the integrating factor M k , we can find the first integral H k using the following formula:
which obviously does not change the order of ε, but the integration of finding H k is sometimes not easy.
Proof of Theorem 1 for n = 4, 5, 6, 7
In [Giné, 2012a] , the author used the independent linear parts in Poincaré-Lyapunov constants to show that
and M h (7) ≥ 13, and further in [Giné, 2012b] the author applied the independent quadratic parts in Poincaré-Lyapunov constants to prove that M h (4) ≥ 7 and M h (6) ≥ 11. These results agree with the formula given in Conjecture 1.1: 5, 6, 7 . In this section, we will show that M h (n) ≥ 2n for n = 4, 5, 6, 7, and thus Conjecture 1.1 can be improved at least for n = 4, 5, 6, 7. We start from the two simple cases, n = 5 and n = 7, which only need the ε-order focus values, then consider the case n = 4, which requires up to ε 2 -order focus values, and finally the case n = 6, which even needs up to ε 3 -order focus values.
M h (5) ≥ 10 for the case n = 5
The fifth-degree homogeneous polynomial system considered in [Giné, 2006 [Giné, , 2012a is given by the 
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following equations without ε-order terms:
where k 1 = cos φ and k 2 = sin φ with arbitrary φ ∈ [0, 2π]. We do not need to find the first integral of system (39), but following the form of (7), we add the ε-order polynomial perturbation to system (39), given by
In [Giné, 2012a] , the author used independent linear parts in Poincaré-Lyapunov constants to show that M h (5) ≥ 9. By using our method, we will show that the ε-order focus values are enough to prove M h (5) ≥ 10.
In this case, the nonzero focus values are
1 can be similarly proved). Then we use the eight parameters: a ij1 (i + j = 5), b 501 and b 411 , to linearly solve the first eight ε-order focus value equations: V 2i1 = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , 8, and obtain
where C 50 is a 58th-degree polynomial in k 1 , C 51 is given by
where C j 51 , j = 1, 2, . . . , 8, are polynomials in k 1 , and 
where Det 1 5N , Det 2 5N and Det 5D are 46th-, 45th-and 28th-degree polynomials in k 2 1 , respectively. Finally, solving F 51 = 0 yields 12 real solutions for k 1 ∈ (−1, 1):
under which G 51 = 0 and Det 51 = 0. Note that since k 2 = ± 1 − k 2 1 , we actually have a total of 24 sets of solutions. For example, taking k 1 = 0.2374112789 · · · and k 2 = 1 − k 2 1 , we obtain V k1 = 0, k = 2, 4, . . . , 18,
This, by Lemma 4, implies that there exist parameter solutions for system (40) to have nine smallamplitude limit cycles bifurcating from the origin. Further, we use a linear perturbation to obtain one more small limit cycle, giving a total of ten limit cycles around the origin, i.e. M h (5) ≥ 10. We can process the above procedure to ε 2 -order focus values to again obtain ten small-amplitude limit cycles bifurcating from the origin.
3.2. M h (7) ≥ 14 for the case n = 7
The seventh-degree homogeneous polynomial system was proposed in [Giné, 2006] and studied in [Giné, 2012a] to prove M h (7) ≥ 13 by using the independent linear parts in the Poincaré-Lyapunov constants. The system is described by the following equations with ε = 0:
where k 1 = cos φ and k 2 = sin φ with arbitrary φ ∈ [0, 2π]. The result obtained in [Giné, 2012a] by using the independent linear parts in Poincaré-Lyapunov constants implies that we only need to use ε-order perturbations. We use the 12 parameters: a ij1 (i + j = 7), b 701 , b 611 , b 521 and b 431 to linearly solve the first 12 focus value equations: V 3i1 = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , 12. Then, V 391 , V 421 and V 451 become Therefore, the best result we can obtain is the solutions such that V 3i1 = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , 13, but V 421 = 0 by solving F 71 = 0, which may yield 1 (the case k 2 = − 1 − k 2 1 can be similarly proved) and then obtain
where 
and F * * 71 is a 39th-degree polynomial in k 2 1 . It can be shown that the factor in the square bracket in F 71 does not yield solutions for the existence of 14 limit cycles. Thus, we only need to consider the solutions from the polynomial F * * 71 . It is noted that F * * 71 and G * * 71 have no common solutions. Thus, the solutions solved from F * * 71 = 0 do not render G * * 71 = 0. Solving F * * 71 = 0 yields 30 real solutions for k 1 ∈ (−1, 1):
Again, due to k 2 = ± 1 − k 2 1 , we have a total of 60 sets of solutions. Moreover, we can show that
where P 52 and P 51 are respectively 52nd-and 51st-degree polynomials in k 2 1 . It can be easily shown that Det 71 = 0 for the roots of Then, by Lemma 4 and a linear perturbation, we can conclude that system (41) can have 13 + 1 = 14 small-amplitude limit cycles bifurcating from the origin, i.e. M h (7) ≥ 14.
Remark 3.1. It should be noted from the above discussed cases, n = 5 and n = 7, that the coefficients k 1 and k 2 in the unperturbed systems have a nonlinear relation: k 2 1 + k 2 2 = 1. We will see in the next section that this nonlinear relation makes a difference.
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M h (4) ≥ 8 for the case n = 4
For the case n = 4, Giné studied two systems [Giné, 2012a [Giné, , 2012b , one taken from a system for case (iii) in Theorem 9 of [Giné, 2006] , and the other from a system given in Sec. 3 of [Chavarriga et al., 2002] . We will show that the first system can have seven small-amplitude limit cycles, while the second system can have eight small-amplitude limit cycles, bifurcating from the origin.
3.3.1. System A The system is described bẏ
where k 1 and k 2 are arbitrary real constants. System (42) is integrable with a center at the origin. The integrating factor is given by
In [Giné, 2012a] , the author used the independent linear parts in Poincaré-Lyapunov constants to show that M h (4) ≥ 5, and later in [Giné, 2012b] the same author used both independent linear and quadratic parts in Poincaré-Lyapunov constants to prove that M h (4) ≥ 7. We add perturbations up to ε 4 -order to system (42) to obtain the following perturbed system:
For the ε-order focus values, we obtain 
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Obviously, except for (k 1 , k 2 ) = (0, 0), there are no real solutions such that V 151 = 0, but V 181 = 0. Therefore, for the best result with an infinite number of solutions we can obtain
as long as k 1 and k 2 are taken to satisfy k 1 k 2 = 0, k 1 = ±k 2 and k 2 = ±0.3667704 · · · k 1 . Hence, with proper perturbations on the solution S 4A1 , we can obtain at least four small-amplitude limit cycles around the origin. Finally, adding a linear perturbation yields one more limit cycle. Therefore, based on ε-order focus values, we obtain at least five small-amplitude limit cycles. Next, we want to use ε 2 -order focus values to consider the bifurcation of limit cycles from the origin of system (44). So we solve the common factor in V 151 , V 181 and V 211 for a 041 to obtain the critical condition C 4A1 , defined by
Then, under the critical condition C 4A1 , we wish to use (38) to show that V 3i1 = 0 for any positive integer i. To achieve this, we assume the ε-order integrating factor is given in the form of
Then, by using (38) we obtain
for which (38) holds for k = 1. Thus, all the ε-order focus values vanish under the critical condition C 4A1 . 
which however equals zero when G * 4A2 = 0. Therefore, by using ε 2 -order focus values, we can only obtain seven limit cycles. So we carry out the above procedure to ε 3 -order focus values and find that based on ε 3 -order focus, only five limit cycles can be obtained, like the case in ε-order analysis. Thus, we continue to use ε 4 -order focus values and can show the existence of seven limit cycles, like the case in ε 2 -order analysis. Hence, we conclude that seven limit cycles can be obtained around the origin of the fourth-degree homogeneous system (42) by using up to ε 4 -order analysis.
Remark 3.2. Here, it is noted from the above ε 2 -order analysis that the relation between the coefficients k 1 and k 2 is linear: (42), we obtain the following system,ẋ
which now has only one independent parameter k r . This is why we cannot get eight limit cycles for this system.
System B
The second fourth-degree homogeneous polynomial system is described in [Giné, 2006 [Giné, , 2012a [Giné, , 2012b ]
where c = cos φ and s = sin φ with arbitrary φ ∈ [0, 2π]. This system is integrable with a polynomial inverse integrating factor [Giné, 2012a] . In [Giné, 2012b] , the author used both independent linear and quadratic parts in Poincaré-Lyapunov constants to show that system (46) can have at least 2 × 4 − 1 = 7 small-amplitude limit cycles. We will show the existence of 2 × 4 = 8 limit cycles, by adding the perturbations up to ε 2 -order as that used in (44), to the above system, yieldinġ
where the perturbations p 4 and q 4 are given in (45) up to ε 2 -order. Since c 2 +s 2 = 1, we let s 
and F 4B1 and G 4B1 are respectively 21st-and 25th-degree polynomials in c without common roots, i.e. for the roots of F 4B1 , G 4B1 = 0. Therefore, we may have solutions such that V 3i1 = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , 6, but V 211 = 0. In particular, F 4B1 is given by 
In order to find eight limit cycles around the origin of system (47), we need to consider ε 2 -order focus values. But first we have to find the condition under which all the ε-order focus values vanish. This condition can be obtained by solving F 1 = 0, giving solution for b 401 , and thus we can, together with the above solutions obtained from solving the focus values, define the critical condition C 4B1 as 
where C 2 40 is a 21st-degree polynomial in c, and
F 4B2 and G 4B2 are respectively 30th-and 34th-degree polynomials in c, and they do not have common roots. Thus, we may obtain solutions such that The above results, by Lemma 4, clearly indicate that there exist seven limit cycles around the origin of system (47) by applying ε-order and ε 2 -order focus values. Further, a linear perturbation can yield one more limit cycle, leading a total of eight limit cycles. If we proceed further to ε 3 -order focus values under the condition C 42 = 0, we can show that the ε 3 -order analysis can yield eight limit cycles. So we know that system (47) can have at least eight small limit cycles bifurcating from the nondegenerate center (the origin) by using the focus values up to ε 2 -order, i.e. M h (4) ≥ 8.
M h (6) ≥ 12 for the case n = 6
In this section, we consider two sixth-degree homogeneous polynomial systems. We have a similar situation as that which occurs in the case n = 4: for the first system we can only get 11 limit cycles due to the linear relation between the two coefficients k 1 and k 2 : k 1 = k r k 1 ; while for the second system, we obtain 12 limit cycles since the two coefficients c and s have a nonlinear relation: c 2 + s 2 = 1.
System A
The first system was studied in [Giné, 2006 [Giné, , 2012a , given byẋ
where k 1 and k 2 are arbitrary real constants. The system has an integrating factor,
In [Giné, 2012a] , the author used the independent linear parts in the Poincaré-Lyapunov constants to prove M h (6) ≥ 9. Later in [Giné, 2012b] the author constructed another sixth-degree homogeneous polynomial system, derived from the fourth-degree system (46), to show that M h (6) ≥ 11. In this section, we first consider system (48) and then discuss the second system, and show that system (48) can only have 11 limit cycles even by using analysis up to ε 3 -order; while for the second system we obtain 12 limit cycles and so M h (6) ≥ 12. Adding perturbations to system (48) we have the following perturbed system:
In the following, we will show that by using ε-and ε 2 -order focus values, only nine small-amplitude limit cycles can be obtained, but with the ε 3 -order focus values, we obtain 11 limit cycles. Note that the nonzero focus values are given in the form of V 5i , i = 1, 2, . . . . First, we use the eight parameters a ij1 (i+ j = 6) and b 601 to linearly solve the first eight focus value equations: V 5i1 = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , 8. Under these solutions, V 451 and V 501 become
where C 601 is a 16th-degree homogeneous polynomial in k 2 1 and k 2 2 . F 61 and G 61 are respectively 22nd-and 23rd-degree homogeneous polynomials in k 2 1 and k 2 2 , and have no common roots. So letting Moreover, we can show that
where C 60 is a positive integer. Thus, F * 61 = 0 results in Det 61 = 0, implying that we cannot get ten limit cycles, but only nine limit cycles around the origin of system (48) by using the ε-order focus values.
Next, we let b 061 = 0 (which can be seen from the expressions of V 451 and V 501 ), which yields V 5i1 = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , 10. So define the critical condition:
under which we can show that there exists an ε-order integrating factor M 61 such that Eq. (38) holds for k = 1, and thus all the ε-order focus values vanish when the critical condition C 61 is satisfied. In fact, we solve (38) for k = 1 to obtain
Now suppose the critical condition C 61 is valid, we process to ε 2 -order values. Similar to the analysis for the ε-order focus values, we may use the eight parameters a ij2 (i + j = 6) and b 602 to linearly solve the first eight focus value equations: V 5i2 = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , 8. Under these solutions, V 452 and V 502 are reduced to P. Yu et al. where C 601 , F 61 and G 61 are the same as that used in the ε-order analysis, and C 62 is given by
Thus, from the analysis for the ε-order focus values we know that using the ε 2 -order focus values can also only yield nine limit cycles for system (48) around its origin. Thus, in order to find more limit cycles, we need to use ε 3 -order focus values. To achieve this, we solve b 062 from the equation C 62 = 0 and then use the solutions to define the critical condition as follows: 
where V 503a , V 553a and V 603a are third-degree homogeneous polynomials in B 511 and B 241 with the coefficients in terms of k 2 1 and k 2 2 . Now, eliminating B 511 from the two polynomial equations, V 503a = V 553a = 0, we obtain a solution
and a resultant:
where R 12 and R 1a are respectively 22nd-and 38th-degree homogeneous polynomials in k 2 1 and k 2 2 . Similarly, eliminating B 511 from the two polynomial equations, V 503a = V 603a = 0, yields the same solution B 511 given above, and another resultant:
where R 2a is a 39th-degree homogeneous polynomial in k 2 1 and k 2 2 . Since the two polynomials R 1a and R 2a do not have common roots, in order to have more than 12 limit cycles, we must have solutions such that R 1 = R 2 = 0, which comes from the common factors:
However, it can be shown that k 1 k 2 (k 2 1 − k 2 2 ) = 0 does not give feasible solutions, and that letting (8k 1 B 241 − 3k 2 )R 12 (k 1 , k 2 ) = 0 yields V 5i3 = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . . This indicates that there do not exist solutions such that V 503 = V 553 = V 603 = 0, but V 653 = 0, implying that system (48) cannot have 13 limit cycles bifurcating from the origin. Thus, the best result we can obtain is V 503 = V 553 = 0 but V 603 = 0, meaning that system (48) can have at most 12 limit cycles around the origin. To find the solutions for 12 limit cycles, we only need to solve the 38th-degree homogeneous polynomial equation R 1a = 0. However, R 1a = 0 yields a zero divisor for the solution of b 063 . If we change to use other parameters, for example b 512 , the same situation appears. Therefore, we cannot let R 1a = 0 and so 12 limit cycles are not possible to be obtained via the ε 3 -order analysis. Even continuing to ε 4 -order analysis, the best result we can obtain is 11 limit cycles.
Remark 3.3. The above results show a similar situation as that for System A in case n = 4, due to the linear relation between the coefficients k 2 = k r k 1 .
System B
Now we discuss another sixth-degree homogeneous polynomial system, which was introduced in [Giné, 2012b] in which the author used the fourth-degree system (46) and take c = cos φ = 
Next, using the change R = r 3/5 in (54) yieldṡ
which corresponds to a sixth-degree homogeneous polynomial system in polar coordinates. Finally, taking the Cartesian coordinates x = R cos θ, y = R sin θ gives the following sixth-degree homogeneous polynomial system with a linear center at the origin: 
In [Giné, 2012b] , the author obtained the Poincaré-Lyapunov constants of system (57) and applied independent linear and quadratic parts in the Poincaré-Lyapunov constants to prove the existence of 11 small limit cycles around the origin, i.e. M h (6) ≥ 11. Here, we want to find 12 limit cycles and thus need one more parameter. To achieve this, we do not choose particular values for c and s, but let them be free with the restriction c 2 + s 2 = 1. Following the above procedure, we can deduce the following general system from (46) with up to ε 2 -order perturbations added:
The nonzero focus values of system (58) are V 5i , i = 1, 2, . . . . We use the nine parameters: a ij1 (i + j = 6), b 601 and b 511 to linearly solve the first nine nonzero ε-order focus value equations: V 5i1 = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , 9, and then V 501 and V 551 become
where C 60 , F 61 and G 61 are respectively 85th-, 100th-and 104th-degree polynomials in c, and C 61 is given by
It is noted that F 61 and G 61 have no common roots. Thus, the solutions solved from F 61 = 0 may give at most 11 limit cycles. As a matter of fact, 
Thus, based on the ε-order focus values, by Lemma 4 and a linear perturbation we have shown that system (46) can have 11 limit cycles around the origin. In order to obtain 12 limit cycles around the origin of system (46), we proceed to ε 2 -order focus values. But we first need all ε-order focus values to vanish, which can be reached under the condition solved from C 61 = 0, yielding the following critical condition (with the above obtained solutions):
for which we can similarly prove that there exists an ε-order integrating factor such that (38) holds, and thus all ε-order focus values vanish under the critical condition C 61 . We then use the ten parameters: a ij1 (i + j = 6), b 602 , b 512 and b 422 to linearly solve the first ten ε 2 -order focus value equations: V 5i2 = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , 10, and then V 552 and V 602 become
where C * 60 , F 62 and G 62 are respectively 97th-, 112nd-and 116th-degree polynomials in c, and C 62 is given by
It is noted that F 62 and G 62 have no common roots, and F 62 = 0 yields eight real solutions for c ∈ (−1, 1): 
where D 112 (c) is a 112nd-degree polynomial in c. This implies that based on the ε-order analysis, system (54) can have 13 limit cycles bifurcating from the origin. To find more limit cycles, we continue to use ε 2 -order focus values. But we first need to find the conditions under which all the ε-order focus values vanish. To achieve this, solving C 81 = 0 for b 621 and then simplifying the solutions yields the following critical condition:
with which we can similarly show that all ε-order focus values vanish. Now, assume the critical condition C 81 holds, we proceed to ε 2 -order focus values. Similarly, we can use the 12 parameters: a ij2 (i + j = 8), b 802 , b 712 , b 622 to linearly solve the first 12 focus value equations: V 7i2 = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , 12, and then
where C 1 and C 2 are two integers, F 90 , F 92 and F 98 are respectively 8th-, 164th-and 168th-degree polynomials in c, and F 92 and F 98 have no common roots. F 1 is given by
and applied the independent linear and quadratic parts in Poincaré-Lyapunov constants to prove the existence of 16 limit cycles around the origin. However, using our approach we can show that when k 1 and k 2 are fixed, system (65) can only yield 15 limit cycles around the origin. In fact, we have applied perturbations up to ε 3 -order, as shown in system (65) to prove that for each order perturbations, only 15 limit cycles can be obtained. That is, using higher-order perturbations does not increase the number of limit cycles, which agrees with that observed in cases n = 5 and n = 7, where the independent linear parts in Poincaré-Lyapunov constants (equivalently only ε-order focus values need to be considered) are enough to prove the existence of limit cycles. For system (65), the nonzero focus values are V 4i , i = 1, 2, . . . . For the ε-order analysis, we use the 14 parameters: a ij1 (i + j = 9), b 901 , b 811 , b 721 and b 631 to linearly solve the first 14 focus value equations: V 4i1 = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , 14, and then obtain
where C 4i1 , i = 15, 16, 17, are constants, and We can also show that under the critical conditions C 91 and C 92 , all the ε-and ε 2 -order focus values vanish. This indicates that in using ε 2 -order focus values, no quadratic terms can be used to get more limit cycles, and so only 15 limit cycles can be obtained from the ε 2 -order analysis. Similarly, we can show that even by using ε 3 -order focus values, no quadratic or cubic terms can be used to get more limit cycles, and so only 15 limit cycles can be obtained from the ε 3 -order analysis.
The above analysis has shown that for n = 9, using independent linear parts in Poincaré-Lyapunov constants is enough to prove the existence of limit cycles around the origin, that is, equivalently using the ε-order focus values is enough. In order to obtain 16 limit cycles for this case, similarly we let k 1 and k 2 be free and apply the similar procedure used in the fifthdegree system (54) to obtain the following ninthdegree homogeneous polynomial system with ε-order perturbation: 
where k 1 = cos φ and k 2 = sin φ with arbitrary φ ∈ [0, 2π]. Let k 2 = 1 − k 2 1 (the case k 2 = − 1 − k 2 1 can be similarly proved). We similarly use the 14 parameters: a ij1 (i + j = 9), b 901 , b 811 , b 721 and b 631 to linearly solve the first 14 focus value equations: V 4i1 = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , 14, and then obtain which, by Lemma 4 and a linear perturbation, clearly indicates that system (66) indeed has 16 small-amplitude limit cycles bifurcating from the origin, i.e. M h (9) ≥ 16. The above procedure can continue to ε 2 -order focus values and it can be shown that no more limit cycles can be obtained, that is, by using even ε 2 -order focus values, we can still use the parameters a ij2 and part of b ij2 to linearly solve the focus value equations to obtain 16 limit cycles around the origin.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have applied the method of normal forms to show that nth-degree homogeneous polynomial systems with an isolated, nondegenerate center can have small-amplitude limit cycles M (n) ≥ 2n for n = 4, 5, 6, 7 and M (n) ≥ 2(n − 1) for n = 8, 9, which improve the conjecture proposed in [Giné, 2012a [Giné, , 2012b . Moreover, for such systems, the following has been observed.
(1) When n is odd, the coefficients in the unperturbed systems can be used to increase the number of limit cycles. It may need only the ε-order focus values, as shown for cases n = 5, n = 7 and n = 9. (2) When n is even, maximal number of limit cycles cannot be obtained by using only ε-order focus values. ε 2 -order or even ε 3 -order focus values may be needed. Whether quadratic or even cubic terms, in addition to linear terms, focus values are required to get more limit cycles depending upon the system equations. Moreover, it has been observed that if the two coefficients in the unperturbed system have linear relation, it cannot be used to increase the number of limit cycles, as indicated by System A in cases n = 4 and n = 6; but can be used to increase the number of limit cycles if the relation is nonlinear, as we have seen from System B in cases n = 4 and n = 6, as well as the system given in case n = 8. (3) For n = 8, 9, new systems need to be constructed to prove M h (n) ≥ 2n. The problem is far from completely solved for n ≥ 10.
We propose a new conjecture as given below.
Conjecture 5.1. For system (5), the number of small limit cycles bifurcating from a nondegenerate center (the origin) is given by M h (n) ≥ 2n.
